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Tariff for Provision of Non-Building Address Point (“NBAP”) Connections using Specific 

NBAP Distribution Points (“NBAP DPs”) at Selected Housing Development Board (“HDB”) 

Housing Blocks 

 

Scope of Use of HDB NBAP DPs  

 

The Housing Development Board (“HDB”) Non-Building Address Point Distribution Points (“NBAP 

DPs”)  refer to those NBAP DPs installed by NetLink Trust on or before 30 June 2012 at the void 

decks of selected HDB housing blocks, regardless of height, for which a six-core fibre cable rolled 

out from the serving cabinet has been spliced at the said HDB NBAP DP. For the avoidance of 

doubt, no more than six NBAP Termination Points (“TPs”) can be connected to each HDB NBAP 

DP. 

 

A total of 1,503 HDB NBAP DPs have been made available under this tariff scheme for HDB 

NBAP DPs. A listing of the HDB NBAP DPs is published on NetLink Trust’s Service Portal. 

 

Terms and Conditions 

 

The terms and conditions governing the use of HDB NBAP DPs are:  

 

1. Where the Requesting Licensee requires an NBAP Connection to a location at and within 

the same HDB void deck as the HDB NBAP DP (i.e. NBAP TP to be installed by NetLink 

Trust will be located at the same HDB void deck as the HDB NBAP DP), NetLink Trust will, 

upon completion of its site survey and having determined that the said NBAP Connection 

can be accessed from the HDB NBAP DP, provide such a connection without conducting 

a Project Study. 

 

2. Where the NBAP TP to be connected to the HDB NBAP DP is located outside the HDB 

void deck, NetLink Trust shall be entitled to levy, and the Requesting Licensee shall pay, 

any charge associated with the conduct of a Project Study and such other charges as 

provided for under the Interconnection Offer (“ICO”). 

 

3. Only NBAP TPs provided and installed by NetLink Trust are allowed for connection to the 

HDB NBAP DPs. For the avoidance of doubt, Requesting Licensees are not allowed access 

to any of the HDB NBAP DPs. 

 

4. Re-location of HDB NBAP DP or such NBAP TP connected to the HDB NBAP DP are not 

allowed. 

 

5. The NBAP Connection requested by the Requesting Licensee (“RL”) would be provisioned 

using any of the HDB NBAP DPs if: 

 

(i) the required NBAP TP for the requested NBAP Connection : 

 

A. is located outside of the HDB housing block but within a radius of up to 50 metres 

from the void deck of the same HDB housing block where the HDB NBAP DP 

has been deployed; or  
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B. is within the same HDB housing block where the NBAP DP has been deployed;  

 

(ii) there is sufficient capacity at the HDB NBAP DP to support the NBAP Connection; 

and  

 

(iii) there are no site constraints that prevent the deployment of such NBAP Connection 

from the HDB NBAP DP.  

 

6. There will be no project study charge if the NBAP Connection is at the void deck of the 

same HDB housing block where the HDB NBAP DP has been deployed. For all other cases, 

the charge associated with the Project Study will be S$515.74 w/GST (S$477.54 w/o GST).  

 

 

Relationship with ICO 

 

Unless stated otherwise, the terms and conditions as set out in the ICO, including but not limited 

to Schedule 3 (NBAP Connection) and Schedule 15 (Charges), shall apply to NBAP Connections 

which are provisioned using the HDB NBAP DPs described herein. 

 

Upon acceptance of an NBAP Connection Request from the Requesting Licensee and only after 

the completion of a site survey, NetLink Trust will at its sole discretion determine whether the 

NBAP Connection requested by the Requesting Licensee could be provisioned using any of the 

HDB NBAP DPs described herein or otherwise. 

 

Where NetLink Trust determines that the NBAP Connection requested by the Requesting 

Licensee could be provisioned using an HDB NBAP DP, the terms and conditions as set out 

above shall apply, in addition to the terms and conditions of the ICO (unless stated otherwise). 

 
 


